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Digital Features American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong Tara Joseph shares concern expressed by the business community about the new national security law introduced by Beijing.TagsAsiaChinacorona virusCOVID-19 sit back, relax, and enjoy some of the best views in the city from some of the best rooftop
bars in Hong Kong. Advertising Today This Week This Weekend This month next month the new store offers more than 1,000 wines with access to an inventory of 6,000 bottles New items include chocolate Portuguese egg pie and crispy chocolate biscuit coffee in the store professionals will offer a one-on-one haute
couture coffee experience to outlive the sights of old Hong Kong one repainted picture at a time, more Advertising That you can and can't make a list of big events in Hong Kong Along with the restaurant, bar and various closing sites Ways to support the local bar industry in these difficult times the Government
announced today that every Hong Kong resident will be eligible for one free coronavirus test, which will be rolled out in two weeks. Teh... SEE MORE Staying and working from home becomes the new norm in the world until the current outbreak is contained. In our city, tension and panic have eased... Currently, the city
is taking the most stringent preventive measures to control the outbreak. Since July 15, bars have been closed and restaurants have not... If you need delicious food, coffee, bubble tea, groceries, alcohol or cocktails, books, or some lush plants to decorate your home, these delivery... As this crack on the ceiling get
there?, This chair has always been so creaky?, this mold stain definitely doesn't just grow overnight...... SEE MORE Advertising Watching Foreign Movies is a great way to learn a new language! Another month, another big Netflix roundup of explosions, excitement, and espionage These supernatural movie throwbacks
will keep you all night you've done everything you need to do on Lamma? Is Chung Chau getting too hipster for you? Hong Kong is home to more than 250 islands, so no ... While different cities are slowly opening, overseas travel may not be the first thing on everyone's mind, especially for those who want to play it...
While many of us enjoy a good stressful hike, sometimes there is nothing better than enjoying a good hike in nature without having to attach ourselves to... Waterfalls capture the imagination like nothing else, transforming the landscape from just beautiful into something straight from a fairy tale. With... Hongkongers love
to travel during the summer; if it weren't for the exotic beach in some tropical country, we'd be somewhere cold. But since all travel plans ... After our round-up of the city's accessible hikes on Hong Kong Island, we on the other list of city hikes - this time in... See more Sham Shui Po, one of the oldest areas in Hong Kong
known for its textile industry, recently gained a newfound steep status, lively by its young ... There's more to this island than just its famous bun festival. Seaside area with a unique charm. Also known as The Venice of Hong Kong. All and out of the booming Southside Art Centre. An underrated area that deserves to be
on your radar. Suk Sook (叔.叔) is an extraordinary film that explores the underground homosexual relationships between two men (Tai Bo and Ben Yuen) in the Sixties, each with an established family but still in the closet. While many LGBT films have been made, this film explores a minority in the minority. Director Ray
Yong presents us with bits of life for all the brilliance and parties usually show us in LGBT works in pop culture. Having spent a normal life over the past decades, something sparks long-suppressed feelings in both of them when they meet. What to do Sham Shui Po, one of the oldest areas in Hong Kong known for its
textile industry, recently gained a newfound steep status, a lively of its young creative residents. The area has grown into one of the coldest neighborhoods in the city, but still retains its traditional street vendors, historic buildings, and more than half a century of Michelin-recommended eateries like the Kung Wo Tofu
Plant and Lau Sum Ki Noodles. Stroll a few blocks away and you will be greeted by modern cafes and creative venues where visitors can enjoy a good cup of coffee, immersing themselves in the artwork of contemporary local artists.   What is Sham Shui Po known for? SSP is one of the most x-saved fashion secrets in
Hong Kong. The fabric shops district are famous for local designers - and even international designers like Versace and Calvin Klein - who often place looking for textiles and design inspiration. The area is also known for its treasure trove of eateries offering affordable street snacks and recommended Michelin-starred
bites.  Why do the locals love it? In addition to fashion finds, the area is a trading mecca to bargain for electronics, vintage accessories and nostalgic toys. And while it now attracts a hip, young crowd, its new residents have fostered a sense of community that not only injects new energy into the neighborhood, but also
contributes to the area's historic heritage.  How to get to Sham Shui Po? It is easy to get to and from Sham Shui Po by public buses and taxis that run through the area, but the best way on the subway is as the Sham Shui Po metro station is right in the center of the district. Map Sham Shui Po If you only do one thing Eat!
If you're after genuine local cuisine, looking for a caffeine fix, or craving for new bites, There are everything from third generation family noodle shops to modern cafes. Page 2 via GIPHY Picture is this: you've just finished a delicious meal at a genuine, local restaurant, so you're signaling a friendly waiter for an account. Of
course, the waiter comes, sees you struggling with unfamiliar foreign coins for the eighth time that day, and politely tries to shift your attention away from you. Showing warm hospitality, he asks your companion where you guys are from; then your partner instinctively tells them that you are from Hong Kong. The mood
thickens by only half a thousand, but, alas, the eyes of the enthusiastic waiter light up, and terrible words begin to elude the lips of the waiter. No Hao!. What are you doing? There's no way you're going to fix them in Cantonese - you barely understand them as it is - so you have no choice but just an awkward laugh at it. 
While this trivial misunderstanding is definitely more of a personal pet-peeve of ours than anything else, we still can't deny how annoying it is. Although, we certainly appreciate the effort! Tripsavvy uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. Using Tripsavvy, you agree to use cookies. Whether you want to
go squid fishing after midnight or join-know locals for a morning conji bowl, Hong Kong has plenty to keep you going around the clock.  01 of 24 Eric Sellgren/EyeEm/Getty Images Address Causeway Bay, Hong Kong Limber for the day ahead, pretending you know how to do martial arts in the city that gave the world
Bruce Lee. Every morning, the city's practitioners gather in Victoria Park before sunrise to run through their Tai Chi sites. Ask nicely and they tend to show you some of their favorite moves.  02 of the 24 Tuomas_Lehtinen/Getty Images Address Flower Market Rd, Mong Kok, Hong Kong There are a dozen early morning
markets to choose from in Hong Kong, but few can match the bright colors of the flower market. Join early morning jilted lovers wanting to pick up a bouquet of apologies on this street filled with rows of roses and flowering kumquat trees.   03 of 24 Ernie Tan/EyeEm/Getty Images Hong Kong's hard-working morning
workers are powered by congee. The Sang Kee Congee store is something pretty local legend where you can expect to be greeted with a frown and grunt while you order. Don't let the Cold War style service put you; This working cafe makes some of the best congee in town.  04 of 24 DuKai Photographer/Getty Images
Beat the crowd and humidity from an early morning visit to the peak. From this mountain on the island of Hong Kong offers the best view of the jungle skyscrapers below. And at this time of morning it's still cool enough to conquer the peak of walking and enjoy the greenhouse as greenery and wildlife on the way up. 
Continue to 5 of 24 below. of 24 Vincent Isore/IP3/Getty Images Hong Kong has spent the last thirty years knocking everything with historical value down. In many ways they were successful, but the 100-year-old tram survives. Grab the top deck spot on these double decks to trace the route through the very heart of the
city and see several colonial buildings that have managed to dodge the bulldozers. 06 of 24 Pamoa2553/Wikimedia Commons Address Ping Shan Heritage Trail, Ping Shan, Hong Kong Hong Kong may be known as a destination city, but there is plenty here behind the sidewalks in the city centre. Head to the New
Territories and you'll find the walled village, ancestral halls, and Chinese rice wine. Combine all three with a trip along the Ping Shan Heritage Trail, which runs through three traditional villages. 07 of 24 Isaac Wong / Wikimedia Commons Hong Kong has a number of villages that have been abandoned because residents
are headed for the bright lights of the city. At Yim Tin Tsai you can wander through crumbling houses, still stocked with furniture and half-full bookshelves. Go here for the weekend to see the former school, which has been turned into a small museum. 08 of 24 Tim Ho Van Hong Tim Ho Wang is small, noisy and chaotic.
It also serves as one of the best Dim Sum in the world for just a few dollars. Try Har Gau shrimp dumplings, trying not to p ute elbow in someone else's soup Continue 9 of 24 below. 09 of 24 OSTILL/Getty Images Address Repulse Bay, Hong Kong that Dim Sum will take its toll now. Relax on one of Hong Kong's fantastic
beaches. Repulse Bay and Stanley offer golden sands less than an hour's drive from the city, while the more adventurous must head to Lamma Island or Lantau to find hidden coves and distant coves. 10 of the 24 Laos/Getty Images Peninsula Hotel has been a place for parties for city governors and generals for a
century. Today you can still play Downtown Abbey with an appointment for afternoon tea. Enjoy jam-covered buns and cucumber sandwiches on silver service plates, listening to Elgar's strains from the in-house string orchestra. Waving the Union Jack flag is optional. 11 of the 24 addresses of Nathan Rd, Hong Kong of
all the city's great thoroughfares are nowhere to capture the chaotic commercialization that Hong Kong has as Nathan Road. From scammers and dodgy street vendors trying to hawk fakes, copies and cheap costumes to a mess of neon signs in the air, there really is nowhere better a) see Hong Kong at its fastest pace
best b) lose all its money by buying Rolox watches. 12 out of 24 Melissa Tse/Getty Images Having a cocktail or two in Hong Kong will give your bank manager a heart attack. Save some cash by indulging in the city's famous happy hour when stressed office workers use both hands to make the most of a 2 for 1 offer on



drinks. lan Kwai Fong in South Korea sugar cane lace, rocket drinks with umbrellas. Continue to 13 of 24 below. 13 of 24 Calvin Chan Wai Meng/Getty Images Cantonese cuisine has an obsession with freshness, which means you'll find seafood hooked from the sea in the morning served on your plate in the afternoon.
Head to the seafood restaurants on Lamm to enjoy fantastic clams and garlic prawns served in an unassuming setting and plastic garden furniture. 14 out of 24 You don't need to know anything about horse racing to enjoy Happy Valley. Half the entertainment watching the bloated crowd waving their newspapers in the air
and tearing them up in frustration as they call their beloved horse across the finish line. The races take place every Wednesday in the season. 15 of the 24 Prachanart Viriaraks/Flickr Lasers shooting from skyscrapers. What's not to like? Every evening, the city's biggest skyscrapers are the back drop for the world's
largest light and laser show. Head to Tsim Sha Tsui waterfront to watch the best blockbuster. 16 out of 24 Cindy If you haven't lost all your money at races before, take an hour-long ferry ride through to Macau. There are more square meters of gambling space here than in Las Vegas and in Venetian Macau you can try
your hand at blackjack or slowly feed slot machines while being fed free food and drinks. Continue to 17 of 24 below. 17 out of 24 This time shopping all the time in Hong Kong. From midnight shopping malls to late night markets, the city has plenty of shopping opportunities after dark. Temple Street Night Market is in its
busiest around 10pm, when you'll be able to grab a bargain on everything from chess sets to cheongsams. 18 of David Bot Estrada Address Tin How Temple, Shanghai St., Yau Ma Tei, Hong Kong If you have a late night to worry about where your life is going or just want to know what the lottery numbers are this week,
head for one of the fortune tellers outside the Tin Howe Temple in Jordan. 19 of 24 Denise Chan /Flickr Address Sai Kung, Hong Kong Late Night crave some squid? Go catch yours. You'll find dozens of fishermen parked off the Sai Kung promenade offering to take groups to catch squid (which attract the torch) and
have a few beers. The cult experience of Hong Kong. 20 out of 24 Daniel Oines/Flickr It's never too late to have your hands cleaned. Aimed at last night's shopping crowds who want to give their well-worn legs a little rub down, Happy Feet offer 30minute pedicures and hour-long foot massages and pedicure packs.
Continue to 21 of 24 below. 21 of 24 Murray Stelle Hong Kongers can't sing, but they'd like to try. The city is filled with karaoke bars where middle managers do their best to kick out Blue Suede Shoes after too many bottles Girl. Head to Newey's Causeway Bay for the best English-language song menu in the city chance
to completely embarrass yourself before 5:45 a.m.     22 of Hong Kong's 24 Carengies If you haven't surrendered all your pride at the karaoke bar, head to Carnegie at Wang Tea and pass on what's left. Why is this the best place in town to show off your dance moves? Because they let you dance in the bar. On.The.Bar.
23 of the 24 Flying Pan Hong Kong If you indulged in menu shots at Carnegie, you need more than congee to fix everything that went wrong with your body. Flying Pan serves a full English breakfast of bacon, sausages and beans 24 hours a day.  24 of Todd Meklem Address Mingle Place in Eden, 148 Wellington St,
Central, Hong Kong Most hotels won't let you check in at 5am, but love Hong Kong hotels rent rooms by the hour for couples who can't get any privacy at home. We'll be honest, not all Hong Kong love hotels are the kind of place you would like to stay (or touch the bedding), but Mingle Place in Central and is respectable
and clean.  Clean.  hong kong mtr map english pdf. hong kong mtr map 2019 english. hong kong mtr map 2018 english
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